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INTRODUCTION

There is a potential for significant cost, footprint, and power
savings by eliminating unnecessary opto-electronic (OE) con-
versions on a signal path in a core optical mesh network. Cur-
rent networks have seen the deployment of wavelength-
division multiplexing (WDM) technology, followed more
recently by the deployment of an optical transport layer where
optical crossconnects (OXCs) are connected using WDM
links. Both currently deployed WDM systems and OXCs use
electronics in the signal path, thereby creating an opaque net-
work. It is very compelling to imagine an optical transport
layer where signals remain in the optical domain from the
time they enter the network until they leave the network,
thereby creating a transparent network [1]. This article consid-
ers both opaque networks — OEO conversions occur in the
signal path at either the WDM systems if transponders (that
incorporate a transmitter and receiver) are present or the
switches if transceivers are present — and transparent net-
works (no OEO conversions in the signal path). It addresses
and clarifies some fundamental issues surrounding all-optical
networking and switching, and analyzes the trade-offs between
transparent and opaque networking, and between transparent

and opaque switching in opaque networks. To carry out our
assessment of opaque and transparent networks, we make the
following basic assumptions on the requirements for core
mesh networks:

•Network operators require a lowest-cost network, not just
lowest-cost network elements. For example, even though opti-
cal may be cheaper than electrical network elements, a net-
work without wavelength conversion and tunable wavelength
access in the optical domain could lead to higher network cost
due to inefficient capacity usage than a network with wave-
length conversion in the electrical domain.

•A network operator must not be constrained to buy the
entire network from a single vendor.

•In order to build a dynamic, scalable, and manageable
backbone network it is essential that manual configuration be
eliminated as much as possible. This requires automatic
port/neighbor and network topology discovery, and other net-
working functions such as service assurance (e.g., access point
performance monitoring for service level agreement [SLA]
verification), interworking with other network equipment
(e.g., unequipped signal), fault management, and performance
management regardless of the switching technology.

•An optical switching system must be easily scalable with
low cost and a small footprint as the network grows to many
hundreds of wavelength channels per fiber and to a speed of
40 Gb/s.

Based on these requirements, we identify the challenges
faced by completely transparent core mesh networks. The
results of this exercise tend to indicate that core mesh net-
works will remain opaque for some time. This article focuses
on opaque networks with opaque or transparent switches, and
explores the potential opportunity for cost reduction and scal-
ability by introducing transparent switches in opaque net-
works. It also addresses several challenges in network
architecture that must be addressed before the potential bene-
fits of transparent switches in opaque networks can be
achieved.
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The article is organized as follows. The following section
describes the possible choices for network architectures. It
discusses the challenges associated with transparent network
architectures, and addresses the advantages and drawbacks of
opaque network architectures. We then investigate the control
and management issues that arise in opaque network architec-
tures with opaque or transparent switches, and the role of
transparency in the near future. The final section offers some
concluding remarks.

NETWORK ARCHITECTURES
Increased traffic volume due to the introduction of new
broadband services is driving carriers to deployment of an
optical transport layer based on WDM [2]. The network infra-
structure of existing core networks is currently undergoing a
transformation from rings using synchronous optical network
(SONET) add/drop multiplexers (ADMs) to mesh topologies
using OXCs [3]. Even though the applications driving large-
scale deployment of transparent optical switches are not cur-
rently in place (niche applications in today’s networks only use
a very small number of transparent switches), and the traffic
demand does not currently justify the use of transparent
switches that are cost effective at very high bit rates, it is pos-
sible that at some point in the future transparent switches may
be deployed in the network.

Four different node architectures can constitute a reconfig-
urable core optical network. Fixed patch panels located
between WDM systems with transponders are currently being
replaced by opaque switching nodes (with electrical switch
fabrics), due to the complete lack of flexibility of patch panels
(manual intervention is required to change the connections).
This second architecture is an opaque network architecture, as
the optical signal undergoes OEO conversions at the WDM
transponders and the switch fabric [4]. In the third architec-
ture the opaque switching node is replaced by an optical
(transparent) switch. This architecture is again an opaque net-
work architecture as the transparent switch resides between
WDM systems with transponders. The fourth architecture is a
completely transparent network topology, consisting of trans-
parent optical switches and WDM systems that contain no
transponders.

TRANSPARENT NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The transparent network shown in Fig. 1 is a seemingly
attractive vision. Since a signal from a client network ele-
ment (NE), such as a router, connected via a specific wave-
length must remain on the same wavelength when there is
no wavelength conversion, only a small size switch fabric is
needed to interconnect the WDMs and NEs in a node. This
architecture also implies end-to-end bit rate and data format
transparency. Another architecture of a transparent switch in
a transparent network may include a single large fabric
instead of multiple switch matrices of small port counts. If
one is to provide flexibility, such an architecture design
would require the use of tunable lasers at the clients and
wavelength conversion.

This network architecture may provide significant footprint
and power savings, and on the surface suggests cost savings.
However, while the transparent network architecture may be a
viable option for small-scale networks with predetermined
routes and limited numbers of nodes, it is not a practical solu-
tion for a core mesh network for the following reasons:

•This network does not allow wavelength conversion,1 thus
essentially creating a network of n (n being the number of

WDM channels) disjoint layers. Inflexible usage of wave-
lengths in this network would lead to increased bandwidth and
network operational cost, thus negating all savings that may
result from elimination of OE conversion. In addition, for this
technology to be effective and to build a flexible network for
unrestricted routing and restoration capacity sharing, an all-
optical 3R-regeneration2 function must be available. Such a
technology that can be harnessed in a commercial product
does not currently exist [5].

•In the absence of wavelength conversion, the wavelength
continuity constraint on backup paths makes dynamic resource
sharing almost impossible in transparent networks; conse-
quently, no dynamic shared mesh restoration can easily be
offered. Studies have shown that with shared mesh restora-
tion, opaque networks can accommodate 95 percent of a
demand set before they experience blocking. On the other
hand, with dedicated protection (which is the only type of pro-
tection that can be offered easily in all-optical networks),
transparent networks accommodate only between 45 and 50
percent of the same demand set before they experience block-
ing [6]. This in turn means that the capacity requirement for
protected services is significantly higher (80–100 percent) for
transparent networks than for opaque ones [6].

•Physical impairments such as chromatic dispersion, polar-
ization mode dispersion, fiber nonlinearities, polarization-
dependent degradations, WDM filter passband narrowing,
component crosstalk, and amplifier noise accumulate over the
physical path of the signal due to the absence of OE conver-
sion. The accumulation of these impairments requires engi-
neering of end-to-end systems in fixed configurations [7]. It is
thus not possible to build a large network with an acceptable
degree of flexibility.

•The design of high-capacity dense WDM (DWDM) sys-
tems is based on intricate proprietary techniques, eluding any
hope of interoperability among multiple vendors in the fore-
seeable future. Also, operators do not have the flexibility to
select the client NE and WDM vendors independently. This is
because the interface optics at the client NE launch the sig-
nals through the all-optical switch directly into the WDM sys-
tem without OE conversion. Consequently, transparent
networks by necessity are single-vendor (including the client
NEs) solutions.

•Polarization mode dispersion (PMD) and signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) constraints are considered in determining the

FIGURE 1. Transparent switch architecture in a transparent network.
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2 3R regeneration function implies retiming, reshaping, and reamplifica-
tion of the signal.

1 Our assumption here is that there will be no commercially viable wave-
length conversion technology in the optical domain available in the next
several years.
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route of a lightpath through a transparent network. The PMD
requirement becomes an issue at bit rates of 40 Gb/s and
higher, and SNR can potentially constrain the number of
spans for a lightpath to 3 [8]. Thus, routing algorithms in
transparent networks should explicitly include PMD and SNR
constraints. However, the challenge of performance engineer-
ing continental-scale transparent reconfigurable wavelength-
routed networks remains severe and, in networks that push
limits, remains unsolved despite some attempts to formalize
the routing problem [8].

It is apparent that a number of key carrier requirements —
dynamic configuration, wavelength conversion, multivendor
interoperability of transport equipment (WDM), low network-
level cost — would be very hard to meet in a transparent net-
work architecture. Therefore, an opaque network solution will
remain for now the only practical and cost-effective way to
build a dynamic, scalable, and manageable core backbone net-
work.

OPAQUE NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Even though the opaque network solution may be more
expensive in terms of equipment costs when the core network
capacity increases significantly, it offers the following key
ingredients for a large-scale manageable network:

•No cascading of physical impairments. This eliminates the
need to engineer end-to-end systems (only span engineering is
required) and allows full flexibility in signal routing.

•Multivendor interoperability using standard intra-office
interfaces. Figure 2 demonstrates an example of how different
client, WDM system, and switch vendors can operate together
when the switch uses standard cross-office optics.

•Wavelength conversion enabled. Opaque switches that
use standard interface cross-office optics, such as the one
shown in Fig. 2, can utilize network capacity for service with-
out any restrictions, and additional significant cost savings can
be offered by sharing restoration capacity in mesh architec-
tures.

•The network size and length of the lightpaths can be
large, since regeneration and retiming are present along the
physical path of the signal.

•Link-by-link network evolution. This permits link-by-link

incorporation of new technology, as the
network is partitioned into point-to-point
optical links.

Having shown that transparent core
mesh network architectures are likely to
remain unrealistic for quite some time, we
now turn our attention to opaque network
architectures. Today’s architecture con-
tains opaque switches (with an electronic
switch fabric) in an opaque network (with
transponders present in the WDM system).
This architecture is shown in Fig. 3a. The
interfaces to the fabric are opaque inter-
faces, with transceivers present at all inter-
faces to the switch, which subsequently
enable the switch to access the SONET/
SDH overhead bytes for control and man-
agement functions. These transceivers pro-
vide support for fault detection and
isolation, performance monitoring, connec-
tion verification, neighbor/topology discov-
ery and signaling, as well as support for
implementing the network routing and
restoration protocols.

The opaque switch approach was, how-
ever, faced with a number of challenges
when confronted with the (unrealistic)
traffic growth projections from just a few
years ago. It would eventually reach scal-

ing limitations in signal bit rate (e.g., OC-192), switch matrix
port count (e.g., 1000 × 1000 switch fabric), and NE cost.
These were the key motivations behind the attempt to devel-
op large port-count (256 to 1000 ports and beyond) transpar-
ent switches. Note, though, that the opaque switches would
still have remained in the network architecture in order to
provide some key network functions: grooming and multiplex-
ing, SLA verification, and control and management.3

Figure 3b shows a transparent switch architecture. This
switch architecture has transparent interface cards and no
opaque transceiver (TR) cards on its add/drop ports. There-
fore, it has no direct access to the overhead bytes for control
and signaling. The optical switch fabric is bit-rate-indepen-
dent and accommodates any data rates available. The advan-
tage of such a switch architecture is that for an N × N
architecture there are N interfaces/ports to the switch fabric
regardless of the type of interfaces. No data-rate-specific
interface cards are used, so no replacement is needed when
the switch operates at higher data rates (or different for-
mats), provided the optical power budget is sufficient for that
rate. This is in contrast to the opaque switches where the
number of ports depends on the type of port. The drop-side
ports are connected to a client (e.g., IP router, opaque OXC,
or ATM switch) that provides SONET/SDH termination
through its opaque ports.4

The promise of optical switching was that, unlike integrat-
ed electronic switches, an optical switch fabric’s complexity is
a flat function, independent of the bit rate of the signals it
handles. Transparent switches were expected to be cheaper in
terms of switching fabric and interface card cost than opaque
switches. This would have resulted in significant cost reduc-
tion to network operators because a large amount of the traf-

FIGURE 2. Multivendor interoperability and wavelength translation as by-products of opaque network
architectures.
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transparent switch with O/E interfaces for the drop ports.

4 Note that integrating the opaque interfaces on the drop-side interfaces of
the transparent switch can also provide the opaque function through
inband signaling.
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fic that passes through an office
would be able to bypass the opaque
switch (typically approximately 75
percent through-to-total ratio).
This would in turn eliminate about
75 percent of the network ele-
ment’s OE interfaces, and thus
something approaching 75 percent
of its cost, power, and footprint.5
Transparent switches essentially
would have helped relieve the
demand for opaque switch ports
and reduce the cost of transporting
lightpaths.

Since the transparent switch
fabric is bit-rate- and data-format-
independent, the switch matrix
can scale more easily than electri-
cal switch fabrics to potentially 1000, 4000, or even 8000
ports that can accommodate up to 40 Gb/s per port. For
these reasons, as bit rates rise, it was thought that optical
switch fabrics would eventually prevail. Even though in early
stages of development, the crossover point at which the cost
of opaque switch fabric was still going to be cheaper than
transparent switch fabric appeared to be at OC-48, it soon
moved to OC-192 and beyond. But under today’s more real-
istic traffic growth scenario, and given the lack of deploy-
ment of 40 Gb/s WDM systems and the continued decline in
price of OEO components, the need for and promise of
transparent switches appeared to have moved beyond the
foreseeable future.

Besides the demise of several of the drivers for high-port-
count transparent switches, important challenges remain to be
solved even in an opaque architecture. The main challenge to
architectures that use transparent switches is providing the
control and management functionalities that are readily avail-
able when we have access to the electrical signal and conse-
quently to the SONET/SDH overhead bytes. The section that
follows focuses on the network control and management func-
tions for an opaque network with opaque or transparent
switches.

Another important operational issue associated with a
transparent switch that must be taken into consideration is
power budget management. Because of the relatively high
insertion loss of the optical switch fabrics and the resulting
loss from input to output port (between 3–6 dB fiber-to-fiber
insertion loss that includes connectors, misalignments, and all
impairments with path loss uniformity of less than 1 dB), tra-
ditionally deployed cross-office optics cannot be supported
with a transparent switch. Therefore, such architectures
require higher-cost cross-office optics or new low-cost ones
currently being worked on in the Optical Interworking Forum
(OIF) [9]. Table 1 shows the current and proposed power
requirements for various cross-office interfaces (10 Gb/s sig-
nals).

FIGURE 3. a) Opaque switch architecture; b) transparent switch architecture.
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� Table 1. Cross-office standard interfaces (10 Gb/s).

Interface VSR SR-1 SR-2 IR-1 Hi-P VSR LR-1

Standards body OIF Bellcore Bellcore Bellcore OIF Bellcore

Length (km) 0.6 12 20 24 0.6 48

Nominal 1290–1330 1290–1330 1530–1565 1290–1330 1290–1330 1290–1330
wavelength (nm)

Attenuation (dB) 4+1 6+1 6+2 11+1 11+1 22

Optical path 1 1 2 1 1
penalty (dB)

Unit power 6 7.5 11 6 13
consumption (W)

5 Studies show that 90 percent of OEO switches’ cost resides in the elec-
tronic part, especially the transponders, one of which is required at every
port to convert the signal from the optical to the electronic domain and
vice versa. Furthermore, transponders consume a substantial amount of
power, generate heat that must be dissipated, and entail larger floor space
occupancy — a combination of factors that ultimately leads to even higher
operational costs. For example, the per port power consumption for an
opaque interface at OC-192 rates is typically around 50 W and could fall
to approximately 6–10 W for transparent switch interfaces.
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NETWORK CONTROL AND
MANAGEMENT FOR
OPAQUE NETWORKS

WITH OPAQUE SWITCHES

Access to the SONET/SDH overhead bytes at the opaque
interface cards is a key enabler of network control and man-
agement functionalities as outlined below.

•It allows an opaque switch to perform in-band signaling
and provisioning functions. Access to the overhead bytes also
allows the switches to run dedicated (1+1) protection and
shared mesh restoration protocols.

•It allows an opaque switch to run automated neighbor
and topology discovery protocols. The ability of the network
to autonomously create and maintain its resource databases is
the fundamental building block for an efficient, flexible, and
manageable network. The neighbor discovery protocol allows
the network to create and maintain the critical port-state and
topology databases. An automated neighbor discovery proto-
col is required in order to perform node-port assignment dis-
covery between client and switch architectures and inter-office
node-port associations between two neighboring switch archi-
tectures. The network topologies are then created automati-
cally by, for example, a management system that utilizes the
associations found during the neighbor discovery process.

•It allows an opaque switch to perform fault detection and
performance monitoring. Lightpath-based restoration or
switch fabric protection switching can be triggered by a detect-
ed failure condition. Fault isolation in such architecture relies
on the alarms generated by the interface cards after a failure
is detected.

•It enables the switch to provide service assurances such as
performing connection verification and control to avoid mis-
connections.

•It allows an opaque switch to generate an unequipped
signal (keep-alive) at every idle transceiver on the switch’s
network side to prevent alarms in other equipment connected
to the switch. This feature is required in switch architectures
that implement shared mesh restoration since the channels
have been provisioned but do not carry any signal until a fail-
ure event occurs.

WITH TRANSPARENT SWITCHES
The lack of laser transmitters and access to the overhead
bytes in a transparent switch pose a number of challenges in
creating a seamless interoperable and manageable network.
Network control and management features are collectively
very difficult to achieve in a transparent switch without for-
feiting the economies the switch was designed to extract. In
order to address these challenges, an opaque function is
required that may be provided by either deploying opaque
cards on the drop side of a transparent switch or relying on
the opaque function located at WDM transponders and/or the
client equipment, effectively using the equipment as proxies.

Automatic Port/Neighbor and Topology Discovery — Automatic
port/neighbor discovery and topology discovery are key
aspects of a service provider’s requirements. The Link Man-
agement Protocol (LMP) standard [10] has been proposed to
automatically discover node-port associations between the
client and transparent switches, and between two neighboring
transparent switches. LMP handles transparent switches by
using dedicated opaque cards temporarily or the opaque
interfaces on the clients and out-of-band signaling to discover
connectivity between switches. After LMP is executed and the
node-port associations are ascertained, the network topology
can be created automatically by a centralized management
system or in a distributed way. If LMP cannot be implement-

ed, a proprietary automated procedure can be designed for
port/neighbor discovery. In order to automate this process,
the transparent switch has to be equipped with a small num-
ber of opaque interface cards providing electrical signal gen-
eration functions. These cards conduct neighbor/port discovery
in an automated process by establishing a connection between
the opaque interface cards of two adjacent switches, as shown

FIGURE 4. a) Use of opaque cards for automated neighbor and port discovery;
b) cycling through all possible OXCs and ports
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•Port B is connected to OC-n port in DWDM-2
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in Fig. 4a. When a transparent interface port on the switch is
connected to a WDM transponder, the port status is (manual-
ly) changed to a new state called ready-to-discover. Upon such
change of port status or at predefined times, the automated
neighbor/port discovery process will be executed.

In a centralized approach, an element management system
(EMS) would instruct a switch (e.g., OXCi) to connect the
OC-n signal generation port to one of the ready-to-discover
ports. It then instructs another switch (OXCj) to set up cross-
connects between the OC-n signal detection port and the
ready-to-discover ports, one after the other, until the signal
sent by OXCi is detected (Fig. 4b). If such a signal is detected,
OXCi reports this to EMS, which derives the neighbor/port
adjacency relationship and informs the two nodes of it. If the
appropriate signal is not detected on any of OXCj’s ready-to-
discover ports, EMS instructs another switch, say OXCk, to
carry out a similar procedure. This procedure is repeated until
a signal from OXCi is detected, yielding a neighbor/port asso-
ciation or all the ready-to-discover ports at all switches have
been tried. If no association is discovered, the port on OXCi
remains in the ready-to-discover state.

In a distributed approach, OXCi communicates with all
other OXCs to determine if they have ports in the ready-to-
discover state. If they have, the corresponding OXC goes
through the procedure of crossconnecting its signal detection
port to every ready-to-discover port, each in turn. If the signal
is correctly received, OXCj communicates its identity and that
of the port to OXCi. In turn, OXCi communicates the corre-
sponding information to OXCj. Both switches then create the
appropriate entry into their neighbor/port adjacency database.
Such updates are then communicated to EMS. Both the cen-
tralized and distributed procedures could be carried out in
parallel at all switches with ready-to-discover ports to speed
up the discovery process. Furthermore, both procedures may
also require trying different opaque transceiver speeds as well,
using the technique described above. However, as this process
happens infrequently, there are no real-time requirements on
creating these adjacency relationships.

Lightpath Provisioning and Network Protection and Restoration — A-
to-Z provisioning and signaling is done in a centralized or dis-
tributed approach and can be triggered by an operator
(point-and-click A-to-Z provisioning) or user–network inter-

face/generalized multiprotocol label switching (UNI/GMPLS)
signaling through the opaque function (at the client or the
add/drop ports) [11, 12].

Network protection and restoration can be provided in two
different ways. Protection and restoration can be supported
entirely through the opaque clients of the transparent switch-
es. In this case, the transparent switches are not involved in
the protection and restoration process, and all lightpaths and
shared backup channels effectively terminate on the opaque
clients. In such a scheme, dedicated protection times of 50 ms
and shared mesh restoration times of approximately 200 ms
can be achieved. Alternatively, protection and restoration can
be supported entirely within the transparent switch-based net-
work, with lightpaths and shared backup channels terminating
on transparent switches. The restoration crossconnects are
then performed at the transparent switches upon appropriate
triggering (e.g., signal degrade or signal fail conditions) by the
opaque function through a control link. Note that optical per-
formance monitoring (OPM) can take place at the transparent
switch interfaces in the form of optical power monitoring, but
electrical performance monitoring can only take place at the
opaque endpoints of a lightpath, since there is no signal visi-
bility on transparent switches.

Figure 5 shows a network of interconnected transparent
switches that have client architectures (opaque switches) con-
nected to their add/drop ports, and the channels on the back-
up path of the shared mesh restored lightpaths terminate at
the transparent switches. In this example, the transparent
switches take an active part in the restoration by reconfiguring
their switch fabrics in order to route the backup path.

Restoration triggering and signaling in transparent-based
restoration are expected to differ from the corresponding
functionality used in opaque-based restoration. An out-of-
band signaling scheme will now be required to support trans-
parent-based restoration. A number of restoration triggers can
also be used. For example, the failure can be detected at the
WDM system, and a communication protocol between the
OXC and WDM systems [13, 14] can be used to trigger
restoration at the switch. The failure can also be detected at
the client’s interface, and an out-of-band control channel
between the transparent switches and the client drop nodes
can be used to trigger restoration at the switches. An out-of-
band signaling channel would also be required between the

FIGURE 5. Shared mesh restoration example.
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lightpath end nodes (transparent switches) and the client drop
nodes to support some form of local protection between the
client and a transparent switch within an office, complement-
ing the network protection/restoration scheme. A handshaking
protocol between the client drop nodes and switch end nodes
is also required in order to accommodate the interplay
between network restoration and the switch-client node pro-
tection protocol.

Transparent-based restoration is a lower-cost approach
than opaque-based restoration, as it saves a number of opaque
interface ports. However, it may result in slower restoration
(possibly on the order of seconds), and it requires new out-of-
band signaling channels between transparent switches, and
between transparent switches and client equipment. Note that
the latter will also require vendor cooperation and new stan-
dards definition.

Fault Detection and Fault Localization — Fault detection, other than
loss of light (LOL) that is monitored at the transparent inter-
faces of the switch, takes place in the opaque interfaces locat-
ed at the lightpath endpoints. A failure must be detected and
isolated at the level of a replaceable unit. The fault isolation
need not be an instantaneous process. As long as the failure is
detected (at the lightpath endpoints) and a restoration mecha-
nism is triggered quickly, fault isolation can be a slower pro-
cess. With transparent switches, fault localization can take
place at the management system by correlating the alarm
information generated by the switches. In some cases, fault
localization may require alarms generated by the WDM sys-
tems as well. In that case, one could essentially use the
transponder’s access to the electrical signal as a proxy for
opaque interfaces in support of control and management
functions. In addition, the usage of sequential loop-back (as
will be explained in the following section) can support fault
localization, when it is not possible via alarm correlation. Note
that, if a communication channel between the switches and
the WDM systems is implemented, fault localization is expect-
ed to be a simpler process [13, 14].

Unequipped Signal Generation, Distribution, and Maintenance — In a
network with interconnected OXCs, to be capable of provid-
ing shared mesh restoration, the provisioned mesh-restored
channels (when not in use) require the presence of an
unequipped (keep-alive) signal. This is true because the lack
of an unequipped signal results in a) alarms generated at the
WDM systems that have knowledge of provisioned channels
but detect no light on those channels, b) lack of monitoring of
the restoration channels to ensure availability when/if a failure
occurs, and c) increased restoration time if a failure occurs,
due to the additional time required to turn on the WDM
lasers and perform power adjustments and equalization.
Unequipped signal generation becomes an issue in transpar-
ent switches, since the (transparent) interface ports cannot
inject a keep-alive signal. This issue can be addressed by fill-
ing all idle channels (unused and reserved for restoration)
with unequipped signals, using a limited number of lasers at
the drop side of the optical switches and having each signal
propagate along several idle channels, looping back and forth
between the switches (Figs. 6a–c). The header of the keep-
alive signal will contain the address of the originating node
followed by the address of the looped-back node as the ID of
the keep-alive signal.

The proposed scheme equips transparent switches with
additional opaque transceivers so that all provisioned ports
between two switches can be looped back through the fabric,
thereby creating an unequipped signal on the ports. This
approach requires as many opaque transceivers as roughly
half the average node degree per switch.

There are two ways to inject unequipped signals into a net-
work (Fig. 6a). One is to use the opaque functionality at the
add/drop ports of each node to generate and monitor the
keep-alive signal. The advantage of this approach is that there
is no need for separate laser sources, monitors, and the soft-
ware to manage them. Another approach is to use separate
laser sources and monitors, and to connect them directly to
the transparent switch. This approach saves one client port,
but loses the corresponding advantages as well.

Keep-alive signals are sent to all the shared mesh restora-
tion channels not in use, and to all the working channels not
in use. Consider a keep-alive network that consists of all those
not-in-use channels, as in Fig. 6b. The two node addresses
forming the keep-alive signal ID can be used to establish an
order in the network. The keep-alive signal can be sent from
the node with the smaller ID to the node with the larger ID in
a looped-back chain, as shown in Fig. 6b. The signal traverses
only one span from the source node and always comes back to
the same node from which it was sent (Fig. 6c). Each node

FIGURE 6. a) Unequipped signal injection and monitoring; b) unequipped signal
distribution; c) maintenance of unequipped signal loopback chain.
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knows all the channels that are not used, and are attached to
it. Among those channels, it also knows to which channels it
should send its own keep-alive signal, and on which channel it
should expect the keep-alive-signal to be sent by a neighbor-
ing node. Finally, the ports on a switch connected through
multiple links to another switch need to be crossconnected
appropriately as part of the loopback chain to avoid cycles
that would not carry the unequipped signal. This can be
accomplished by having the crossconnect detect the signal
entering the switch (OPM functionality) and then complete
the loopback crossconnect according to an increasing order of
port ID. This technique allows the switches to autonomously
set the loopback crossconnects, since after each crossconnect
one of the switches will detect a signal on one of its provi-
sioned ports.

Loopback chains would change when a new port pair is
added, used for provisioning service, or used for restoration of
a shared mesh restorable service.

A complication in this scheme arises when a channel in the
loopback chain is seized for shared mesh restoration. When
this happens, the loopback chain could be open for the time it
takes to reconfigure the switch fabric and create a new chain.
Soak times of more than 10 ms in the WDM equipment will
ensure that during this time alarms will not be raised and the
WDM lasers will not shut down.

If dedicated opaque cards are not present, an out-of-band
communication scheme between the OXCs and WDM sys-
tems could be used to work around the keep-alive signal gen-
eration issues by suppressing alarms and keeping the WDM
lasers on even in the absence of keep-alive signals for provi-
sioned but not in use channels [13, 14].

ROLE OF TRANSPARENCY IN THE
NEAR FUTURE

Even though the use, in the core, of transparent switches that
are cost effective at very high bit rates is not currently justi-
fied, there still exist some niche applications in today’s net-
works that could use a small number of transparent switches.

Based on the challenges outlined in the previous sections,
and the forecast traffic demand and near-term applications
that will be supported, it is anticipated that in the near future
transparency will be first limited in metropolitan area net-
works, utilizing reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplexers
(ROADMs) [15], and some ultra-long-haul applications in the
core, utilizing a small number of wavelength-selective cross-
connects (WSXCs)/ROADMs on high-capacity routes.
ROADMs can be utilized in MANs at central offices and cus-
tomer locations in much the same way that SONET’s intro-
duction created a need for large numbers of SONET ADMs.
They provide network flexibility and can be used to manage
continually changing traffic patterns and customer service
requirements. WSXCs can also be used in ultra-long-haul
applications in the core network in a completely transparent
manner. Even though these network elements allow for end-
to-end bit rate and data format transparency, as previously
outlined, they face a number of challenges. However, in the
near future it is possible that these network elements could be
utilized in a few predetermined and nonreconfigurable high-
capacity routes to provide end-to-end transparency between
fixed end nodes.

CONCLUSION
The current state of affairs in terms of network deployment,
applications, and traffic demand does not justify the large-
scale use of transparent switches in today’s networks. Some
niche applications do exist, but can mostly be addressed using
a number of small transparent switches. Provided the traffic

grows and bit rates increase substantially, there may emerge a
need for an additional network layer utilizing transparent
optical switches. In the meantime, the deployment of trans-
parent network elements is expected to remain limited to
WSXC and ROADM architectures on high-capacity routes.

While completely transparent core mesh networks are still
far off, even transparent switches in opaque networks face
technological as well as control and management challenges.
Although most of these issues can be addressed via clever
innovation as well as standardization efforts, transparent
switches complemented by an opaque function will not be
ready for deployment in the network until all the challenges
addressed in this article are successfully resolved.

Furthermore, we anticipate that opaque switches will
always remain for the embedded service base even after trans-
parent switches are eventually introduced in the network.
These opaque switches will provide the grooming and multi-
plexing functions, as well as some of the necessary control and
management functions, and will scale and decrease in cost
with rapid progress in electronics.
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